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(57) ABSTRACT 

An adventure figure system and method are described in 
which a collectable figurine may be used. Each figurine may 
have a unique serial number wherein each purchaser of a 
figurine may create an adventure for the particular figurine 
using a website. The figurine may then be sent out on its 
adventure. Each person that comes into contact with the 
figurine may log into the website and update the figurines 
location. 
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ADVENTURE FIGURE SYSTEMAND METHOD 

PRIORITY CLAIMS 

0001. This application claims priority under 35 USC 
119(e) from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 
60/512,250 entitled “Adventure Figure System and Method” 
and filed on Oct. 17, 2003 and U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application Serial No. 60/541.304 entitled “Adventure Fig 
ure System and Method” and filed on Feb. 2, 2004, both of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 

APPENDICES 

0002 Appendix A (pages A-1 to A-32) contains further 
details of the web server/site that is a part of this adventure 
figure system and method. Appendix B (pages B-1 to B-2) 
also contains further details of the web site. These appen 
dices form a part of this specification and are incorporated 
herein by reference. 
0003) 
0004 The invention relates to an adventure figure system 
and in particular to a collectable figurine wherein the user 
may generate an adventure for the figurine and then track the 
adventures of the figurine. 
0005 2. Background of the Invention 

1. Field of the Invention 

0006 An adventure figure system is desirable in which a 
figurine may be sent around the world to achieve a particular 
goal. There are other social phenomena and products that 
have some qualities of the adventure figure system, but none 
that have all of the features of an adventure figure system. 
In particular, Friendster.com is a website in which people 
post images, text and other materials as part of developing 
connections with friends and, simultaneously, a broadening 
Social network. Travel Bears is a classroom phenomena in 
which kids send teddy bears to other classrooms, friends, or 
other recipients, who post images and stories to a website 
built by the class, and then ultimately return the bears to the 
kids. Geo-caching is a non-directed game that has been 
developed by people who own and love to use their handheld 
GPS systems. These “players' will create a treasure site, 
place a treasure in it, and the post the coordinates (and 
Sometimes a riddle as the key to unlock the treasure site) on 
a website. Then other players can try to find the treasure site, 
and if they are Successful, they can take the treasure but must 
leave another treasure for other players. Geocaching.com is 
a representative site. Wheresgeorge.com is a site where you 
can type in a serial code of a dollar bill to see where it has 
traveled. Flash mobs also exists which is described as 
“Sudden gatherings of people at a predetermined location at 
a predetermined time.” The movie Amelie which showed the 
main character stealing a lawn ornament gnome and taking/ 
sending it on a global adventure. This was a reference to an 
annual occurrence in Europe in which hundreds of gnomes 
are sent on travel adventures, only to show up in groups at 
historical locations, then reappear again at the owners 
homes years later. Gnome collecting occurs as there are 
numerous national and international organizations dedicated 
to gnome collecting. There is also Everquest which is the 
most successful multiplayer online game, with over 400,000 
active paying Subscribers. In this game, there are tools set up 
to allow people to define their personality and role in a 
virtual environment, that has now migrated into the real 
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world with conventions, gatherings and perhaps most inter 
estingly, the sale of virtual products for real dollars (millions 
in the aggregate) on sites like Ebay.com. However, none of 
these conventional items provides the features and advan 
tages of an adventure figure system. Thus, it is desirable to 
provide an adventure figure system and it is to this end that 
the present invention is directed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The adventure figure system includes, in a pre 
ferred embodiment, a set of characters that are a series of 
collectable figurines that look like hip, contemporary ver 
sions of old European gnomes. What is revolutionary is that 
figures are intended to be traded, given away, left, delivered, 
sent move about the world in any manner possible. When 
you purchase a figurine you are buying a unique continuing 
experience—launching a figure on an adventure to see new 
places, meet new people and tell you all about it. 

0008. The system includes the www.Gnomads.net web 
site to track the travels of each figurine. Each figure has a 
unique ID number printed on the bottom of its shoes. After 
a figure is purchased, it may be registered at www.Gnomad 
S.net so that a user may give the figurine its own individual 
traits (example—likes tiramisu, baseball games, warm 
weather and really wants to see the Grand Canyon). Most 
importantly, the user may design an adventure for the 
figurine character, e.g. meet all the other figurines at Times 
Square on New Year's Eve, find the best pizza in Italy, or 
simply go on a business trip. Then once the figurine is 
registered, the user sends the figurine out in the world on its 
adventure. Each time the figurine changes hands, its new 
custodian (a person that comes into contact with the figurine 
at any time) can log on to the site to, among other things: 
learn about the personality, history and goals of the particu 
lar figurine; post pictures of the figurine eating pizza, 
visiting Times Square, etc.; post stories about the figurine 
and update its location; communicate with the owner of the 
figurine, if the owner chooses to permit emailing; visita Hall 
of Fame of figurines that have accomplished note worthy 
adventures; see which figurines have initiated their homing 
beacon on the site, and help the figurine get home; create 
contests for figurines; and buy and personalize a new 
figurine. 

0009. In a preferred embodiment, the figurine may be 
hollow. Because a figurine is-hollow, an owner or custodian 
can also place a written message inside of the figurine. Then, 
a Custodian that receives a figurine can also read the note 
inside and put a new note in, if they’d like. The adventure 
figure system combines the community building of pen-pals, 
the mystery and excitement of a message-in-a-bottle, and the 
thrill of vicarious and unpredictable traveling. 

0010. In accordance with the invention, the server and 
web site may be protected with a combination of password, 
nickname and serial codes that provides 3 different levels of 
access to the site features. For example, if you know all 
three, you have full access to personalize and change all 
actions. If you know the nickname and serial code, you have 
medium access—namely, access to all of the custodian 
features. Finally, if you know only the serial code, you have 
minimum access. Such as to only read the profile of the 
Gnomads figure. In one embodiment, the serial code is 
published and distributed on the physical Gnomads figure. 
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In accordance with the invention, a purchase of the figurine 
provides the user with access to a website and web features 
wherein at least a portion of the price of the figurine is used 
to support the web server and web site. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 FIGS. 1A-1D are diagrams illustrating different 
views of an adventure figurine in accordance with the 
invention; 
0012 FIG. 2A is another diagram illustrating an example 
of the adventure figurine; 
0013 FIG. 2B illustrates examples of other adventure 
figurines in accordance with the invention; 
0014 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a computer system 
for creating and tracking a figurine adventure in accordance 
with the invention; 
0.015 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
generating a figurine adventure in accordance with the 
invention; 
0016 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
taking custody of a figurine in accordance with the inven 
tion; 
0017 FIG. 6A is a flow diagram illustrating more details 
of the web site that is part of the adventure figure system in 
accordance with the invention; 
0018 FIGS. 6B-G are screen shots illustrating an 
example of the user interface of the web site shown in FIG. 
6A: 
0019 FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams illustrating more 
details of another embodiment-of the adventure figurine web 
site flow in accordance with the invention; and 

0020 FIGS. 8A-8U illustrate more details of the other 
embodiment of the web site shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0021. The invention is particularly applicable to a gnome 
figurine and it is in this context that the invention will be 
described. It will be appreciated, however, that the adventure 
figure system in accordance with the invention has greater 
utility since the figurine may be any other character or 
figure. 
0022 FIGS. 1A-1D are diagrams illustrating different 
views of an example of an adventure figurine 20 in accor 
dance with the invention, FIG. 2A is a gray Scale represen 
tation of the figurine 20 and FIG. 2B illustrates other 
examples of the adventure figurine. In particular, front view, 
left side view, back view and right side view, respectively of 
the figurine are shown. In this example, the figurine is a 
gnome figure with a camera around its neck. As described 
above, the adventure figure system is not limited to the 
figurine shown in FIG. 1A-D and 2A. In a preferred 
embodiment, the figurine may have a height, h, of 110 mm, 
a width, w, of 53 mm and a depth, d, of 43 mm. Thus, the 
figurine is easy to carry and ship around the world so that the 
particular figurine may carry out its adventure as described 
below in more detail. In a preferred embodiment, each 
figurine may be made of a plastic material that is resistant to 
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damage, but lightweight. In accordance with the invention, 
each figurine has a unique identifier so that each figurine 
may be tracked using the computer system described below. 
In accordance with the invention, there may be a total of 
seven unique figurines (such as seven gnomes with different 
gestures and clothing for the example shown in FIGS. 1A-D 
and FIG. 2A), but the invention is not limited to any 
particular number of figurines. In accordance with an alter 
native embodiment of the invention, each figurine may be 
hollow (for storage of a note or treasures from the adventure 
of the figurine) and/or may have a GPS receiver embedded 
into the figurine. FIG. 2B illustrates other examples of the 
adventure figurine in accordance with the invention. As 
shown, the adventure figurine may include a tourist adven 
ture figurine, a topical adventure figurine, a traveler adven 
ture figurine and a day tripper adventure figurine. 
0023 FIG. 3 is a-diagram illustrating a computer system 
30 that is part of the adventure figure system that may be 
used for creating and tracking a figurine adventure in 
accordance with the invention. In particular, the computer 
system may be a typical client/server architecture wherein 
one or more client computers 32 may access a web server 34 
over a computer network 36, Such as the Internet. In accor 
dance with the invention, the computer system shown per 
mits 1) a purchaser of a figurine (known as a “sponsor) to 
personalize the figurine and generate an adventure for that 
figurine using the web site generated by the web server, and 
2) a person that comes into contact with a figurine on its 
adventure (known as a “custodian') to access information 
about the figurine, such as its adventure, and enter informa 
tion about the figurine and its current location. The computer 
system also permits any person that has come into contact 
with a particular figurine to be able to access information 
about that figurine and its adventure. As shown, each client 
computer 38, Such as the sponsor computer system shown, 
may be a typical personal computer system, a laptop com 
puter system, a personal digital assistant, a PocketPC com 
puter system, a wireless phone system, etc. that is capable to 
accessing the web site, receiving textual and/or graphical 
information from the web site about a figurine and inputting 
textual and/or graphical information about the figurine into 
the web site. In the example shown in FIG. 3, each client 38 
may further comprise typical computer system components 
that are well known, Such as a display system 40, one or 
input/output devices, such as a keyboard 42 and a mouse 44 
as shown, a processor 46 that controls the operation of the 
computer system, a memory 48 that stores software, code 
and operating system being executed by the processor and a 
persistent storage device 50 that stores the software, code 
and operating system when the computer system is turned 
off. The computer system also has some device (not shown) 
that permits access to the computer network and therefore 
the web server, such as a modem, a DSL modem, a cable 
modem, a wireless modem, etc. When accessing the web 
server 34, the computer system may use a well known 
browser application 52 stored in the memory 48 that is being 
executed by the processor 46 to exchange data and infor 
mation with the web server 34. 

0024. The web server 34 may further include well known 
components of a server computer, such as one or more 
processors 60, a memory 62, a persistent storage device 64 
and a database 66. The operation of the processor, memory 
and persistent storage device are well known. The database 
66, to implement the adventure figure system in accordance 
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with the invention, may include a data structure containing 
information about each figurine (based on its unique iden 
tification code) such as unique characteristics of each figu 
rine, the adventure for each figurine, the status of each 
figurine's adventure, the people that have come into contact 
with the particular figurine, the information about the par 
ticular figurine including text, messages and photos, etc. 
Thus, the database 66 stores the information associated with 
the adventure figure system. To implement the adventure 
figure system, the server may execute one or more pieces of 
Software that generate and display a user interface to the 
users of the system based on the information contained in the 
database, store information into the database, etc. In par 
ticular, the server may include a security module (see 
below), a user interface module (a web page server), a 
database management module and other modules to handle 
the various tasks shown in more detail in FIG. 6A. 

0025. In accordance with the invention, the server and 
web site may be protected with a combination of password, 
nickname and serial codes that provides 3 different levels of 
access to the site features. The server computer may have a 
security module (implemented in software in a preferred 
embodiment with a plurality of lines of computer code that 
implement the functionality described below) that imple 
ments the security features. For example, if you know all 
three, you have full access to personalize and change all 
actions. If you know the nickname and serial code, you have 
medium access—namely, access to all the Custodian fea 
tures. Finally, if you know only the serial code, you have 
minimum access. Such as to only read the profile of the 
Gnomads figure. In one embodiment, the serial code is 
published and distributed on the physical Gnomads figure. 
In accordance with the invention, a purchase of the figurine 
provides the user with access to a website and web features 
wherein at least a portion of the price of the figurine is used 
to support the web server and web site. Further details of the 
web server/web site are contained in Appendix A that forms 
a part of this application. 
0026. To implement the adventure figure system, each 
figurine sold to a consumer may include a unique identifi 
cation number, a web address (that sends the user to the web 
server 34) and a prompt to visit the web site. FIG. 4 is a 
flowchart illustrating a method 70 for generating a figurine 
adventure in accordance with the invention. In particular, a 
user that purchases a figurine (a sponsor) may log onto the 
web site in step 72 and then enter the unique figurine 
identifier in step 74. The sponsor is the person that owns the 
particular figurine, customizes it online (e.g. picks a name, 
defines its likes and dislikes, picks or designs the figurine's 
adventure) and on the product (may color it, or customize in 
any way the Sponsor so deems). Then, in step 76, the 
sponsor may generate a personality for the particular figu 
rine (such as basic personality traits—your figurine likes 
pizza, baseball games, warm weather and really wants to see 
the grand canyon) and may enter an adventure for that 
figurine. In step 78, the sponsor may send the figurine on its 
adventure. 

0027. In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, the figurines may have one or more different types 
of owners (and different types of personalities assigned to 
each figurine) that may include, for example, an explorer 
which is a person who will enjoy the vicarious travel type of 
play (e.g. to search for the best pizza in America or just go 
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out into the world to see what happens), a Socializer which 
is the person who wants to get figurines together, get 
together with other figurine owners, or communicate with 
people (friends, families or new people) thru the figurines, 
and an adventurer who is a goal oriented person that will be 
into having his/her figurine accomplish a specific, unique, 
hard task (e.g. get to the top of Mt. Everest) A super 
adventurer is the goal oriented, Super explorer. A limited 
number of figurines may have pre-assigned special taskS/ 
challenges of varying difficulty levels. For example, you 
could buy a figurine that wants to go to White House (easy), 
on Air Force One(harder), or onto George Bush’s desk in the 
Oval Office with a picture taken (even harder). Once the 
mission is accomplished, the Super Adventurer would 
receive certificate and a place of honor on the site. 
0028 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method 80 for 
taking custody of a figurine in accordance with the inven 
tion. In particular, each person that comes into contact with 
a figurine (a custodian or guardian) along its journey in step 
82, becomes a custodian of the figurine. The Custodian has 
the following abilities: to upload images and stories about 
the figurine, to view the history of the figurine, help the 
figurine along its adventure, and to communicate (if the 
Sponsor permits it) with the Sponsor or other Custodians. 
Thus, in step 84, the custodian may log into the figurine site 
and enter the unique identification of the figurine. In step 86, 
the custodian may enter the current location of the figurine 
into the web site and then send the figurine on to another 
person to continue its adventure. In accordance with the 
invention, anyone who has previously held that figurine can 
track its travels. 

0029 When a Sponsor gets a figurine, he/she can deter 
mine whether to make the figurine an Explorer or Socializer 
type. There are also special Super Adventurer figurines as 
described above that are identified in the store by a special 
call out on the package. As described above, all figurines can 
be personalized with-a selection of different features such as 
name, favorite foods, type of music, etc. All customization 
and adventure features are done at www.gnomads.net. 
Lastly, there may be a beacon feature on the site that posts 
to all Custodians to return a particular figurine and then the 
Sponsor determines how to get it home by communicating 
with Custodian via email or other. 

0030. When the figurine is designated as an “explorer 
type, it may have different characteristics. For example, the 
figurine characteristic may be a message in a bottle wherein 
the figurine is sent out into the world not knowing just where 
he'll end up. As another example, the figurine may explore 
based on geography (all cities in France), interests (best 
beaches in the world), or locations (all the Starbucks in 
California). The figurine may also compete is contests. Such 
as company or community sponsored contests in which one 
or more figurines compete to win a race (e.g. Who can get 
theirs to all the capitals of Europe first) these could be 
sponsored by corporations (Go to all Starbucks in Rocky 
Mountains) In accordance with the invention, when you 
personalize the figurine on the web site you specify where 
your figurine wants to go. Then whenever anyone receives 
that figurine and logs onto the site, they will see that the 
figurine really wants to get somewhere in particular. Once 
the figurine arrives at its destination, the original owner can 
then either give the figurine a new destination or call the 
figurine home. 
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0031 When the figurine is designated as a socalizer, it 
may also have particular characteristics. In particular, the 
figurine may be a pen pal wherein a communication is set up 
with specific person or a family Socalizer in which, for 
example, a Dad may take the figurine on business trip and 
the kid post message that Dad gets upon arrival and Dad 
takes picture of the figurine and posts image with new 
message. The Socalizer may also encourage get togethers in 
which other figurine collectors are met at parties, first game 
of world Series, grandma's house, etc.. The Socalizer may 
also be used as part of an exchange program or flash mobs 
or Small figurine clubs where someone takes a group of 
figurines around. 
0032. The figurines may also be used/further customized: 
for example, physical customization use markers, hats, 
other figurine accoutrements to help to distinguish your 
figurine from others in pictures. The figurine could have a 
little figurine “gnapsack’ or may be hollow for storing little 
souvenirs from its travels. The figurines may also be used for 
extended game play, Such as bounty hunters, figurine con 
ventions, contests. In accordance with the invention, each 
figurine may also be customized with its own unique play/ 
adventure pattern in addition to the adventurer types 
described above. 

0033 FIG. 6A is a diagram illustrating the web site 90 
architecture that is part of the adventure figure system in 
accordance with the invention. FIGS. 6B-G are screen shots 
illustrating an example of the user interface of the web site 
shown in FIG. 6A. F.G. 6A illustrates the different web 
pages/text entry boxes and links that make up the web site. 
0034. As shown in Appendix B, the adventure figure 
system may include a travel alert wherein the custodian of 
an adventure figure may be automatically sent a message 
(for example, an SMS text message over a cellular phone, an 
email message, et.) indicating that a particular adventure 
figure has moved to a new location. Alternatively, each 
adventure figure may contain an embedded location trans 
mitter/receiver, such as a GPS receiver, so that the position 
of each adventure figure may be tracked by its custodian in 
real time as the adventure figure is moved. Furthermore, as 
shown in Appendix B, once an adventure figure has com 
pleted its adventure, the system may permit a T-shirt to be 
ordered that lists each location (and the date) visited by the 
adventure figure during its recent adventure. The system 
may also permit a custodian to order a book that is log of the 
adventures of the particular adventure figure. 
0035 FIGS. 7A and 7B show another embodiment of the 
web site/web server that is part of the adventure figurine 
system in accordance with the invention. FIG. 7A illustrates 
the one or more web pages (and actions) associated with this 
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embodiment of the web site. FIG. 7B illustrates a flow of 
movement by a user through the web site along with the 
actions and decisions that occur during the flow of move 
ment. FIGS. 8A-8U illustrate more details of each web page 
in an implementation of the web site of the adventure 
figurine system in accordance with the invention. 
0036 While the foregoing has been with reference to a 
particular embodiment of the invention, it will be appreci 
ated by those skilled in the art that changes in this embodi 
ment may be made without departing from the principles 
and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined by 
the appended claims. 

1. An adventure figurine system, comprising: 
one or more figurines wherein each figurine has a unique 

identifier associated with the figurine; 
a database that stores information about each figurine, the 

information including a personality of the figurine, the 
unique identifier of the figurine and an adventure for 
the figurine; 

a server computer, connected to the database, that permits 
users to update and alter the information about the 
figurine based on the adventures of the figurine. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the personality of the 
figurine further comprises one of a Socializer, an adventurer 
and a Super adventurer. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein each figurine is a 
gnome character. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the server computer 
further comprises a security module having a plurality of 
computer instructions further comprising instructions that, 
for each user of the system, stores a user password, a 
nickname of the figurine associated with the user and the 
unique identifier of the figurine associated with the user and 
instructions that provide different levels of access to the 
information in the database for the figurine based on a 
combination of the user password, nickname of the figurine 
and unique identifier of the figurine. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the instructions that 
provide different levels of access further comprise instruc 
tions that permit modification of all of the information 
associated with the figurine if the user enters the user 
password, nickname of the figurine and unique identifier of 
the figurine, instructions that permit a custodian access level 
if the user enters the nickname of the figurine and unique 
identifier of the figurine and instructions that permit read 
access of the information about the figurine if the user enters 
only the unique identifier of the figurine. 


